Abstract. Many index theorems (both classical and in noncommutative geometry) can be interpreted in terms of a Lie groupoid acting properly on a manifold and leaving an elliptic family of pseudodifferential operators invariant. Alain Connes in his book raised the question of an index theorem in this general context. In this paper, an analytic index for many such situations is constructed. The approach is inspired by the classical families theorem of Atiyah and Singer, and the proof generalizes, to the case of proper Lie groupoid actions, some of the results proved for proper locally compact group actions by N. C. Phillips.
Introduction
The objective of this paper is to prove the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let G be a Lie groupoid for which the unit space G 0 is a proper, G-compact G-space. Let (X, p) be a G-manifold which is a fiber bundle over G 0 with compact smooth manifold Z as fiber and with structure group Diff(Z). LetẼ,F be smooth G-vector bundles over X and D = {D u } : C 0,∞ (X,Ẽ) → C 0,∞ (X,F ) be an invariant, continuous family of elliptic pseudodifferential operators on the fibers X u of X. Then D determines a (C, C
The motivation for this result comes from noncommutative geometry. In his book ( [6, p.151] ), Alain Connes comments that a number of index theorems both in classical and in noncommutative geometry are all special cases of the same index theorem for G-invariant elliptic operators D on a proper G-manifold X, G being a Lie groupoid. In this situation, the index of D belongs to K 0 (C * (G)). The present paper will establish this under certain (commonly satisfied) conditions. The approach to the analytic index of D in this paper is based on an adaptation of the equivariant Atiyah-Singer index theorem for families. There are, of course, other approaches to the analytic index in the context of groupoids, notably those using quasi-isomorphisms and the "deformation" approach using the tangent groupoid (e.g. [6, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22] ). However, these approaches apply (at the present time) only to the case where X = G, and in particular, do not cover the 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary: 19K35, 19K56, 22A22, 46L80, 46L87, 58B34, 58J40; Secondary: 19L47, 55N15, 58B15, 58H05.
c 0000 (copyright holder) classical families index theorem. Further, the action of G on itself is rather special: for example, that action is free. In the present paper, no freeness assumptions of the action of G on X are made.
Another merit in the approach here is that it relates more readily to pseudodifferential operators and Fredholm theory and the well-established, detailed, classical theory. It also gives rise to a groupoid equivariant K-theory for T X and the prospect of defining a topological index in the same spirit as that of the classical families index theorem. This will be discussed elsewhere.
The author believes that the proof of this paper can be adapted to give the analytic index in the full generality of [6, p.151 ] and plans to discuss this elsewhere. The restrictions in the present paper are largely a matter of convenience, since they ennable one to use existing theories to shorten and simplify the proof. In particular, the space X is assumed, as in the work of Atiyah and Singer ( [2] ), to be a manifold with compact fiber over the unit space G 0 of G. (The base space G 0 is not, however, assumed to be compact, but rather just G-compact and proper as a G-space.) This ennables one to appeal, for example, to the results on pseudodifferential operators used in [2] . Another advantage of this framework is that it gives rise to a Hilbert G-bundle, and this allows the techniques used by N. C. Phillips in his development of equivariant K-theory to be adapted to produce the required Kasparov module. Further, we have used the reduced C * -algebra C * red (G) rather than C * (G), thus avoiding having to use the disintegration theorem for locally compact groupoids. So the index of D constructed here lies in K 0 (C * red (G)). The second section collects, for the convenience of the reader, some facts and definitions about locally compact and Lie groupoids, while the third discusses Gspaces and G-manifolds. The fourth section discusses families of elliptic pseudodifferential operators invariant under the action of a Lie groupoid G. Such a family D gives an invariant Fredholm morphism on a certain Hilbert bundle, and the final section shows that associated with this bundle is a Hilbert module, whose bounded and compact module maps correspond exactly to the invariant bounded and compact morphisms on the Hilbert bundle. This section is modelled on the approach of N. C. Phillips in his book [25] -Phillips effectively deals with the case where G is a transformation group groupoid. So the Fredholm morphism D translates over to a Fredholm map on a Hilbert module over C * red (G), which, by a standard process, gives a Kasparov module whose KK-class is the analytic index of D.
The author is grateful to the organizers for the opportunity to speak at the groupoid conference of the Colorado JSRC meeting of 1999, and for their warm hospitality. He would also like to express his thanks to N. C. Phillips for helpful conversations about equivariant K-theory.
Preliminaries on groupoids
If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then C(X) is the family of compact subsets of X, C(X) is the algebra of bounded continuous complex-valued functions on X, and C c (X) is the subalgebra of C(X) whose elements have compact support. For a smooth manifold X, we define C ∞ (X) to be the algebra of C ∞ − complexvalued functions on X, and C ∞ c (X) to be the algebra of functions in C ∞ (X) with compact support.
A groupoid is most simply defined as a small category with inverses. Spelled out axiomatically, a groupoid is a set G together with a subset G 2 ⊂ G × G, a product map m : G 2 → G, where we write m(a, b) = ab, and an inverse map i : G → G, where we write i(a) = a −1 and where (a −1 ) −1 = a, such that:
We define the range and source maps r :
The unit space G 0 is defined to be r(G)(= s(G)), or equivalently, the set of idempotents u in G. The maps r, s fiber the groupoid G over G 0 with fibers {G u }, {G u }, so that G u = r −1 ({u}) and G u = s −1 ({u}). Note that (x, y) ∈ G 2 if and only if s(x) = r(y). For detailed discussions of groupoids (including locally compact and Lie groupoids as below), the reader is referred to the books [13, 15, 22, 28] . Important examples of groupoids are given by transformation group groupoids and equivalence relations.
For the purposes of this paper, a locally compact groupoid is a groupoid G which is also a second countable, locally compact Hausdorff space for which multiplication and inversion are continuous. More generally, there is a notion of locally compact groupoid which does not require the Hausdorff condition. These arise quite often in practice, and a detailed discussion of them is given in [22] . The details of the paper can be made to work in the general case since local arguments suffice. However, for convenience, the locally compact groupoids considered in the paper are assumed to be Hausdorff.
Let G be a locally compact groupoid. Note that G 2 , G 0 are closed subsets of G × G, G respectively. Further, since r, s are continuous, every G u , G u is a closed subset of G.
For analysis on a locally compact groupoid G, it is essential to have available a left Haar system. This is the groupoid version of a left Haar measure, though unlike left Haar measure on a locally compact group, such a system may not exist and if it does, it will not usually be unique. However, in many cases, such as in the Lie groupoid case below, there is a natural choice of left Haar system. A left Haar system on a locally compact groupoid G is a family of measures {λ u } (u ∈ G 0 ), where each λ u is a positive regular Borel measure on the locally compact Hausdorff space G u , such that the following three axioms are satisfied:
(1) the support of each λ u is the whole of G u ; (2) for any f ∈ C c (G), the function f 0 , where
The existence of a left Haar system on G has topological consequences for G -it entails that both r, s :
Jean Renault showed ( [28] ) that C c (G), the space of continuous, complexvalued functions on G with compact support, is a convolution * -algebra with product given by:
The involution on C c (G) is the map f → f * where
As in the case of a locally compact group, there is a reduced C * -algebra C * red (G) (and a universal C * -algebra C * (G)) for the locally compact groupoid G. The reduced C * -algebra can be defined as follows. For each u ∈ G 0 , we first define a representation π u of C c (G) on the Hilbert space L 2 (G, λ u ). To this end, regard
The reduced C * -algebra-norm on C c (G) can then ([22, p.108]) be defined by:
The groupoid C * -algebra C * (G) is the completion of C c (G) under its largest C * -norm. In the paper, we will concentrate (for reasons of technical simplicity) on the reduced C * -algebra of G. A locally compact groupoid G is called a Lie groupoid ( [15, 22, 26, 27] ) if G is a manifold such that:
(1) G 0 is a submanifold of G; (2) the maps r, s : G → G 0 are submersions; (3) the product and inversion maps for G are smooth.
Note that G 2 is naturally a submanifold of G×G and every G u , G u is a submanifold of G. (See [22, pp.55-56] .) Note that the maps r, s are open maps. The dimension of all of the G u , G u is the same, and will be denoted by l. There is a basis for the topology of a Lie groupoid that proves useful. Since r is a submersion, it is locally equivalent to a projection. So for each x ∈ G, there exists an open neighborhood V of x and a diffeomorphism ψ : V → r(V )× W where W is an open subset of R l , which is fiber preserving in the sense that we can write ψ(x) = (r(x), φ(x)) for some function φ. So if u ∈ r(V ), then the restriction of ψ to G u ∩ V is a diffeomorphism onto W . We will call such an open set V a basic open set and write V ∼ r(V ) × W .
A. Connes ([6, p.101]) discusses convolution on C ∞ c (G) in terms of density bundles, and this is canonical. However, since the bundles involved are trivial, we can replace the densities by a left Haar system {λ u } which is smooth in the sense that in terms of a basic open set V , the map (u, w) → dλ u /dλ W (u, w) is C ∞ and strictly positive on r(V ) × W . (Here, λ W is the restriction of Lebesgue measure on R l to W .) For more details about this, see [22, 2.3] . All such smooth left Haar systems are equivalent in the obvious sense, and give the same C * red (G) (and the same C * (G)). For the rest of the paper, {λ u } will be a fixed smooth left Haar system on the Lie groupoid G.
G-spaces and G-manifolds
For the purposes of groupoid theory, we require the notions of proper G-spaces and G-manifolds (e.g. [20] , [6, p.151] ).
Let X, Y be locally compact, second countable topological spaces and p : X → Y be a continuous, open surjection. We will then say that (X, p) is fibered over Y . We will be particularly concerned with the case where Y = G 0 , the unit space of a locally compact groupoid G. The space fibers of X are then the sets , 2 ) are fibered over G 0 , then the fibered product (X 1 * X 2 ,p) is also fibered over G 0 , where
Let G * X be the fibered product of (G, s) with (X, p). The pair (X, p) is defined to be a G-space if there is given a continuous map m : G * X → X, where we write gx for m(g, x), such that for (g, x) ∈ G * X and (h, g) ∈ G 2 (= G * G), we have:
Of course, the pair (G, r) is a G-space under the groupoid multiplication. We note here that the unit space G 0 of G, as well as G itself, is a G-space. Here, the map p is just the identity map, and the action is given by:
If (X i , p i ) (i = 1, 2) are G-spaces, then the fibered product (X 1 * X 2 ,p) is also a G-space under the action: (g, x, y) → (gx, gy) (g ∈ G p(x) ). For a G-space X, let G * r X = {(g, x) : r(g) = p(x)} be the fibered product of the G-spaces (G, r) and (X, p).
Let (X, p) be a G-space. Then for each g ∈ G, the map l g : X s(g) → X r(g) , where l g (x) = gx, is a homeomorphism, with inverse l g −1 . Note also that if u ∈ G 0 , then l u is the identity map on X u . Also, associated with the left action of G on X is a left action g → L g of G on the bundle of algebras
Clearly, each L g is an isomorphism of * -algebras, and both (
2 . We now discuss properness and G-compactness for locally compact groupoid actions (on G-spaces). Proper actions for locally compact groups have been investigated by R. S. Palais ([24] ) and N. C. Phillips ([25] ). The basic results for proper locally compact group actions extend to the case of proper locally compact groupoid actions. Specifically, the action of a locally compact groupoid G on a G-space X gives the orbit equivalence relation on X. Further, if X is a proper Gspace, then the space X/G is locally compact Hausdorff in the quotient topology, and the quotient map is open ( [19, 20] ).
The G-space X is called a proper G-space if the (continuous) map α, given by (g, x) → (gx, x), from G * X into X × X, is a proper map, i.e. if α −1 (C) is compact in G * X whenever C is compact in X × X. It is well-known, and easy to check, that G itself as a G-space is proper. The G-space X 1 * X 2 is proper if both G-spaces X 1 , X 2 are.
The G-space G 0 is not usually proper (even when G is a Lie group). However, if G 0 is a proper G-space -and this is an assumption of Theorem 1.1 -then every G-space is proper.
The G-space X is called G-compact (cf. [25, p.23] ) if the quotient space X/G is compact. Following the proof of [25, Lemma, , we obtain that if X is a proper G-manifold, then X is G-compact if and only if there exists a compact subset B of X such that X = GB.
One consequence of the existence of a G-compact, proper G-space X is that G 0 as a G-space is also G-compact. For then there is a canonical, surjective, continuous map from X/G onto G 0 /G, so that the latter is compact if the former is. In this paper, we will assume that G 0 is G-compact. (This implies that the G-space X of the theorem of this paper is itself G-compact.)
We now discuss invariant averaging and G-partition of unities for a proper Gspace. The discussion generalizes the approach of Phillips ([25, Chapter 2]). (For earlier special cases of this, see [7, 11] .)
To deal with the varying fibers that arise in groupoid contexts and also with the vector bundle context, we use the following technical lemma. This is a variant of the lemma [22, Lemma C.0.2] (the main idea of which goes back to Renault and Connes) . The proof of the lemma is the same mutatis mutandis as that of [22, 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, p) be a proper G-space and (E, ρ) be a vector bundle over X. Let f ′ : G * r X → E be continuous and such that f ′ ((g, x)) ∈ E x for each x ∈ X. Suppose further that for each C ∈ C(X) and with
. Then the fiber preserving map F : X → E, where
is continuous on X.
The scalar version of the above lemma is the case where E is the trivial bundle X × C: in that case, the function f ′ is scalar valued. If, in addition, X = G, then the result is equivalent to [22, Lemma C 
The scalar version of Lemma 3.1 ennables us, in the presence of properness, to average a C c (X)-function into an invariant continuous function on X. The same argument applies more generally to sections of Banach G-bundles, cf.
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a proper G-space and ξ ∈ C c (X). Then the function η : X → C, where
is invariant and continuous.
Proof. Apply the scalar version of Lemma 3.1 with
to obtain that η is well-defined and continuous. For invariance, we have, using (2.1):
Let X be a proper G-space and {U α } be a collection of open subsets of X. A G-partition of unity of X subordinate to {U α } (cf. [25, p.25] ) is a collection of continuous non-negative functions f γ with compact supports in the U α 's such that for every x ∈ X, we have
where the sum is locally finite.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a proper G-space and {U α } be a collection of open subsets of X such that the sets GU α cover X. Then there exists a G-partition of unity subordinate to the collection {U α }.
Proof. We follow the proof of the group version of the result of Phillips in [25, Lemma 2.6]. Let π : X → X/G be the quotient map. Since X is a proper G-space, the space X/G is a locally compact Hausdorff, second countable space and π is open. The group argument of Phillips then goes through to give continuous functions u γ : X → [0, 1] (γ ∈ S) with compact supports in the U α 's and the appropriate local finiteness properties, and for which the function f 1 on X given by
is (by Proposition 3.2) strictly positive and continuous. One then takes f γ = u γ /f 1 .
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a proper, G-compact G-space. Then there exists a non-negative function c ∈ C c (X) such that for each x ∈ X, we have
Proof. Let Q : X → X/G be the quotient map. Since Q is open and X/G is compact, there exists a compact subset C of X such that Q(C) = X/G. Let ξ be in C c (X) such that 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and ξ(C) = {1}. Define η as in (3.2) and take c = ξ/η.
The smooth version of a G-space is a G-manifold (X, p). For this, G is now a Lie groupoid and X is a smooth manifold. The map p : X → G 0 is required to be a submersion. Then each X u is a submanifold of X of fixed dimension j. As in the case of G, there is a basis for the topology of X consisting of basic open sets
Under the above assumptions, the pair (X, p) is called a G-manifold if it is a Gspace such that the multiplication map m : G * X → X is smooth and inversion is a diffeomorphism.
Note that the pairs (G, r),
is an isomorphism of * -algebras. In this paper, hermitian metrics are assumed conjugate linear in the first variable and linear in the second. It will follow from Proposition 4.2, withẼ = T X, that there is a G-isometric hermitian metric , on the (complex) tangent bundle T X, the complexification of the vector bundle of vectors tangent along the fibers X u 's. (So in this paper, T X is not the (complex) tangent bundle to the manifold X.) This gives in the standard way a family of smooth measures µ u on the X u 's. So in terms of local coordinates, we have dµ u =| det g u ij | 1/2 dx, where the hermitian metric , restricts over X u to , u , and the latter is given locally by g u ij dx i ⊗ dx j . The G-isometric property of , just says that the differential (ℓ g ) * : T X s(g) → T X r(g) is an isometry. This in turn translates to the G-invariance of the µ u 's: for f ∈ C c (X r(g) ), we have (3.5)
The counterparts to (i) and (ii) in the definition of a left Haar system ( §2) also hold.
Note that the C ∞ -versions of Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.2, Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 hold for a G-manifold X -the proof modifications are simple.
Pseudodifferential operators on G-manifolds
For the rest of the paper, we will assume that G is a Lie groupoid, G 0 is a proper, G-compact, G-manifold, and (X, p) is a G-manifold which is, in addition, a fiber bundle over G 0 with smooth compact fiber Z and structure group Diff(Z). Consideration of this situation is motivated by the Atiyah-Singer families theorem, which can be interpreted as the case in which X is compact and G = G 0 , a groupoid of units. (However, in the Atiyah-Singer situation, the base space G 0 is not assumed to be a manifold, and the fiber bundle is not assumed to be a manifold but rather a manifold over G 0 . The "continuous family" version of the theorem of this paper requires continuous family groupoids ( [23] ) and will be considered elsewhere.)
Note that the existence of such a G-manifold imposes conditions on the Lie groupoid G. For example, since the G-action is proper and every X u is compact, it follows that for every u, v ∈ G 0 , the set {(g,
In particular, the isotropy groups of G are compact. It is left to the reader to check that X is G-compact if and only if G 0 is G-compact and X is proper if and only if G 0 is proper. (So in theorem of this paper, X is automatically proper and G-compact.) Note that by replacing µ u by µ u / µ u , we can suppose that each µ u is a probability measure. We now discuss invariant families of pseudodifferential operators on X. It is natural to impose the condition on the symbols of such operators that they belong to one of the Hörmander class L m ρ,δ (as Kasparov does in [11] ). However, as Atiyah and Singer comment ([1, p.508]), for our purposes, any one of these classes would be equally good. The reason is that for the purposes of the analytic index, the class of operators (associated with the class of symbols taken) gets closed up in a C * -algebra, and this closure is the same for reasonable choices of starting class. We use the class of pseudodiferential operators in [1] , and for the convenience of the reader, will now recall some of the details about these operators ( [1] , [32, Ch. 4 
]).
Let B be an open subset of some R N and m ∈ R. Then the spaceS m (B × R N ; B × C)) of symbols is the set of smooth functions a : B × R N → C such that given multiindices α, β and a compact subset K ⊂ B, there exists a constant C such that
for all x ∈ K, ξ ∈ R N . The symbols a that we will be considering are required to satisfy two other properties. Firstly, it is required that for all x ∈ B and all ξ = 0 in R N , the principle symbol
Secondly, we also require that for any "cut-off" function ψ ∈ C ∞ (R N ), i.e. a C ∞ -function on R N which is 0 near ξ = 0 and 1 outside the unit ball, we have
The set of symbols inS m (B × R N ; B × C) which also satisfy these two properties is denoted by S m (B × R N ; B × C). More generally, the space S m (B × R N ; B × C k ) is defined in the obvious way by considering functions a :
is a Fréchet space using as seminorms the . m,B,α,β,K 's, where . m,B,α,β,K is the smallest constant C for which the inequality of (4.1) holds.
Any
Define the seminorm , m,B,α,β,K on the operators a(x, D x ) by:
Regarding B × R N as T * B and replacing B × C k by a smooth complex vector bundle, the above definitions generalize in the standard way to the setting of smooth complex vector bundles E, F over a manifold M . (This is because the class of pseudodifferential operators above are invariant under diffeomorphisms.) We will take M to be compact but this is not essential. In this setting, an element of S m (M ; E, F ) is just a section of the bundle Hom(E, F ) pulled back over the cotangent bundle T * M . Locally, Hom(E,
is a map such that for every coordinate neighborhood U of M trivializing E, F , the map that sends f ∈ C 
where
. It is obvious from (4.2) that the principle symbol is homogeneous of degree m, i.e. for ξ = 0 and t > 0, we have
This homogeneity ennables one to regard the principle symbol as a section of the sphere bundle Hom(π * S E, π * S F ) over S(M ). Here, S(M ) is the unit sphere bundle of T M defined by some smooth Riemannian metric on M , π S : S(M ) → M is the canonical projection, and π * S E, π * S F are the associated pull-back bundles. Alternatively expressed, σ(D) is an element of Symb m (M ; E, F ), the space of smooth homomorphisms from π * S E to π * S F . For convenience, from now on, we will only consider the case where E = F and where the order of the pseudodifferential operators involved is O. For the first of these, a well-known argument ennables us to replace D by D ⊕ D * on E ⊕ F (using hermitian metrics on E and F ). So we can take E = F .
One can reduce to the case m = 0 by giving E a hermitian metric and a connection. Let E be given a hermitian metric (so that E becomes a finite-dimensional Hilbert bundle). Every D ∈ Ψ(M ; E) extends to a bounded linear operator on is continuous, where the norm on Symb(M ; E) is the sup-norm over the unit sphere bundle SM (treating π * S E as a Hilbert bundle over SM ). Let (X, p) be (as earlier) a G-manifold which is a smooth fiber bundle over G 0 with fiber Z. Let (Ẽ, q) be a smooth complex vector bundle over X in the sense of Atiyah and Singer ([2, p.123] ). SoẼ is a vector bundle over X such that (Ẽ, p • q) is a fiber bundle over G 0 with a fixed smooth complex vector bundle E over Z as fiber and structure group Diff(Z, E) (the topological group of diffeomorphisms of E that map fibers to fibers linearly). Locally on G 0 , the restrictions
A natural example of a smooth vector bundle over X is T X. For u ∈ G 0 , x ∈ X, letẼ (u) be the restriction ofẼ to X u andẼ x be the x-fiber ofẼ. Note thatẼ (u) is a vector bundle over X u , whileẼ x is a vector space. Let C ∞ c (X,Ẽ) be the space of smooth sections ofẼ with compact supports. For
) be the restriction of f to X u . Equivariance for the smooth fiber bundleẼ is defined in a way similar to that for group actions (e.g. [29] ). Precisely, we require thatẼ be a G-manifold with q :Ẽ → X a G-map. In addition, each ℓ g :Ẽ (s(g)) →Ẽ (r(g)) , is a vector bundle isomorphism. IfẼ is equivariant, thenẼ is a proper G-space if X is proper.
The fibered product X * X is a fiber bundle over G 0 with fiber Z × Z and structure group Diff(Z × Z). In addition, the external tensor productẼ ⊠Ẽ is a smooth vector bundle over X * X with the smooth vector bundle E ⊠ E as fiber. 
Applying the scalar version of Lemma 3.1 (to deal with continuity) withẼ ⊠Ẽ in place of X and with
′ , we obtain a hermitian metric x → , x forẼ. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 gives that , is isometric.
For the rest of the paper,Ẽ (as well as T X) will be assumed to have Gisometric hermitian metrics. The smooth version of the following definition is given in [14, 21] . 
where a u (x, ξ) = a(u)(x, ξ).
Let Ψ(X;Ẽ) be the set of pseudodifferential families above. Definition 4.3 is equivalent to the corresponding definition of a pseudodifferential family given in [2] . There, Atiyah and Singer define H to be the closed subgroup of Diff(Z, E) × Diff(Z, E) consisting of pairs (Ψ, Φ) where Ψ, Φ determine the same element of Diff(Z). They show that Ψ(X,Ẽ) is a fiber bundle over G 0 with fiber Ψ(Z; E) and structure group H. Then D is a pseudodifferential family if and only if the map u → D u is a continuous section of Ψ(X,Ẽ). Proposition 4.5. Let D be a pseudodifferential family on X. Then D :
, where for x ∈ X u , we define
Proof. Using a partition of unity argument (cf. 
Construction of the analytic index
We now consider invariant pseudodifferential families on the G-manifold X. To this end, there is a section action
is the diffeomorphism given by:
There is a natural (algebraic) action of the groupoid G on Ψ(X,Ẽ) given by:
by [10] .
The above notion is well-known in the literature (e.g. [5, 6, 17, 21] ). We now discuss the symbol σ(D) of an invariant pseudodifferential family D.
Since D is invariant then its symbol σ(D) is also invariant under the natural action of G on the sections of π * S End(Ẽ)). The action of G on the sections of this bundle is given by:
One easy way to prove this is just to calculate the symbol of gσ(D s(g) )g −1 using the explicit formula (4.4) and the fact that ℓ g is a diffeomorphism from X s(g) onto X r(g) . The details are left to the reader.
Suppose now that D is, in addition, elliptic, and let P be a parametrix for D (Proposition 4.7). There is actually an invariant parametrix P 1 for D. This can be proved by taking
, and c is smooth and as in Proposition 3.4. In this connection, cf. [7, 11, 25] . However, rather than giving the details of the proof of the existence of an invariant parametrix P 1 , it is more convenient to deal with the corresponding question at the Fredholm level later (Proposition 5.4), where the corresponding proof in the group case by Phillips adapts easily.
For the rest of this paper, D is an invariant, elliptic pseudodifferential family on X as above. The analytic index of D will be constructed by adapting the approach of N. C. Phillips in [25] to equivariant K-theory for proper actions. (This in turn was motivated by the work of Segal ( [29, 30] .)
We first construct a Hilbert bundle (H,p) over G 0 . By definition ( [25, p.7] ), a Hilbert bundle is a locally trivial fiber bundle with a Hilbert space H as fiber and with structure group U (H), the unitary group of H with the strong operator topology. The fiber over u ∈ G 0 of this bundle is
Proposition 5.2. Let µ be a smooth measure on G 0 and give E a hermitian metric , . Then, in a natural way, the bundle H is a Hilbert bundle with fiber L 2 (Z, E, µ), and it admits a canonical continuous unitary action of the Lie groupoid G.
Proof. We will establish the Hilbert bundle structure of H by constructing a cocycle {g αβ } for that bundle (e.g. [4, p.48] ). Let {(U α , φ α )} be an open cover of G 0 which trivializes the fiber bundle (Ẽ, π • p). So each φ α is a fiber preserving homeomorphism fromẼ | U α onto U α × E which is a vector bundle isomorphism on fibers. For each u, let τ u α : X u → Z be the diffeomorphism determined by φ α . Let x ∈ X, and set p(x) = u, τ u α (x) = z. Let φ u α be the restriction of φ α toẼ (u) 
It is left to the reader to check that the map χ α χ
. Then H is the Hilbert bundle constructed in the standard way with transition functions g αβ = χ α χ
. To check that g αβ is continuous into U (L 2 (Z, E, µ)) with the strong operator (=weak operator) topology, one uses elementary measure theory.
Turning to the groupoid action on H, for each g ∈ G, by the invariance of the µ u 's and the isometric action of G onẼ, the map L g extends from
). Clearly, algebraically, H is a G-space with unitary action g → L g where L g has the same formula as in (5.1). It remains to be shown that the product map
Translating this into local terms, we can suppose that U, V are open subsets of G 0 , such that s(g n ), s(g) ∈ U, r(g n ), r(g) ∈ V and Z,Ẽ are trivial over U and V . In addition, we can suppose that f n , f ∈ L 2 (Z, E, µ), and, regarding the L gn , L g as unitary on
We now recall some facts about morphisms on Hilbert bundles ([25, Chapter 1]). A morphism on H is a continuous map T : H → H which restricts to a linear map T u on each fiber H u and is such that the adjoint map T * on H, where
In particular, if T is equivariant, then
for all g. The morphism T is called bounded if
The set of all bounded morphisms on H is a unital C * -algebra B(H) in the obvious way under the norm of (5.5).
It follows by the G-compactness of G 0 , the local boundedness of morphisms ([25, Cor. 1.8]) and (5.4) that every equivariant morphism is automatically bounded.
The set of equivariant morphisms of H is a unital C * -subalgebra of B(H), and will be denoted by B G (H).
An element T ∈ B(H) is called compact if for every compact subset A of G 0 , the set {T u (ξ u ) : ξ u ∈ H u , ξ u ≤ 1, u ∈ A} has compact closure in H. The set of bounded compact morphisms is a closed ideal of B(H) and is denoted by K(H) (cf. [25, Lemma 1.12] ). Similarly, the set K G (H) of equivariant compact morphisms is a closed ideal of B G (H).
Next we introduce the equivariant compact morphisms which correspond to the "rank 1" operators on a Hilbert module. Let e 1 , e 2 ∈ C c (X,Ẽ) and define a section h e1,e2 ofẼ ⊠Ẽ by:
Note that the section h e1,e2 in (5.6) has compact support and is continuous by the section version of Proposition 3.2. Now define the operator T (e 1 , e 2 ) u on H u by:
where the inner product on the right-hand side of (5.
u is a compact operator since it is a kernel operator whose kernel is continuous with compact support. The equation (5.7) can be usefully written:
Proposition 5.3. The map T (e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ K G (H), and the span of morphisms of the form T (e 1 , e 2 ) is dense in K G (H).
Proof. We first show that T (e 1 , e 2 ) is well-defined and is continuous on H. We just need to show this on some trivialization U × L 2 (Z, E, µ) of H. Applying Lemma 3.1 with X * X in place of X, E =Ẽ ⊠Ẽ and
gives that h e1,e2 is continuous on X * X. It follows that T (e 1 , e 2 ) is continuous on H and that for any compact subset A of U (and hence of G 0 ) the set
has compact closure in H. Next, T (e 1 , e 2 ) is adjointable with adjoint T (e 2 , e 1 ). So T (e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ K(H). We now show that T = T (e 1 , e 2 ) is invariant. This follows from the argument below using (5.8) and (5.3):
For the last part of the proposition, we have to show that given R ∈ K G (H) and ǫ > 0, then there exist
for all u ∈ G 0 . To this end, we adapt the corresponding argument of Phillips in the locally compact group case ( [25, pp.92-93] ). Restricting R to trivializing subsets of G 0 , there is then an open cover {U u } of G 0 such that for each u, there exist
. Using Proposition 3.3 with G 0 in place of X, there exists a G-partition of unity {f γ } subordinate to the cover {U u } of G 0 . By considering terms of the form
γ η i,u and using the G-compactness of G 0 and the invariance of the morphisms involved, there exist ξ j , η j ∈ C c (X,Ẽ) (j in some finite index set J) such that for all u ∈ G 0 ,
where h = γ f γ . Then for any u ∈ G 0 , we have
we obtain (5.9).
An element T ∈ B(H) is called Fredholm if there exists S ∈ B(H) such that both ST − I, T S − I ∈ K(H).
Proof. (i) The locally compact group version of this is given in [25, Lemma 3.7] . For each u ∈ G 0 , define
where c is as in Proposition 3.4. The argument of Phillips adapts directly to show that A ∈ B G (H) and satisfies T A − I, AT − I ∈ K G (H).
(ii) By Proposition 4.1, in local terms, the map u →D u , regarded as a map into B(L 2 (Z, E, µ)), is strong operator -even norm -continuous, and has an adjoint u → (D u ) * . So D, identified with {D u }, is a morphism. The invariance of this morphism follows from the invariance of each D u on the dense subspace
We now construct the Fredholm module which will give the index of the elliptic pseudodifferential family D. The proof constructs a certain Kasparov (C, C * red (G)) module. The proof in the locally compact group case is effectively given by Phillips ([25, Ch. 6]) in his discussion of the generalized Green-Rosenberg theorem. Actually, Phillips (loc. cit.) proves more than that, showing that his equivariant K-theory group K 0 G (X) is isomorphic as an abelian group to K 0 (C * (G, X)). We will not consider the groupoid version of this in this paper but consider only the corresponding Kasparov (C, C * red (G))-module that gives the analytic index.
Proof. Trivially, the support of
, and by the continuity of f ,
We will show that Γ c (H) is a pre-Hilbert module over the pre-C * -algebra C c (G), with C c (G)-inner product and module operations given below, where g ∈ G, x ∈ X, e, e 1 , e 2 ∈ Γ c (H) and f ∈ C c (G):
The preceding equality can alternatively be written as:
The following equality is useful:
where we have omitted the superscripts r(g), s(g) respectively on the two preceding inner products. This follows from (3.5) and the isometric action of G onẼ. Note that (5.12) can then be rewritten succinctly as:
Proposition 5.6. The space Γ c (H) is a pre-Hilbert module over the pre-C * -algebra C c (G) ⊂ C * red (G) with C c (G)-inner product and module action given by (5.12) and (5.13) respectively.
Proof. We claim first that e 1 , e 2 ∈ C c (G). That e 1 , e 2 is continuous follows using (5.16), the continuity of the sections e 1 , e 2 and the strong operator continuity of the groupoid action g → L g on H. Now let C i be the (compact) support of the sections e i . By the properness of the action of G on X, it follows that the set {(g, x) : (g −1 x, x) ∈ C 2 × C 1 } is compact, and the support of e 1 , e 2 is contained in the projection of that set onto the first coordinate. A similar argument (using (5.14)) shows that ef ∈ Γ c (H). It remains to check ([3, p.126]) that (a) , is sesquilinear, and that for all e, e 1 , e 2 ∈ Γ c (H) and all f ∈ C c (G), we have (b) e 1 , e 2 f = e 1 , e 2 f , (c) e 1 , e 2 * = e 2 , e 1 , and that (d) e, e ≥ 0, and is 0 if and only if e = 0. (a) is obvious. We prove the others in turn.
For (b), using (2.2):
= e 1 , e 2 (h)f (h −1 g) dλ r(g) (h) (5.17) = e 1 , e 2 f (g).
For (c), using (5.15) and (5.16), we have e 2 , e 1 * (g) = e 2 , L g −1 e 1 = L g e 2 , e 1 = e 1 , e 2 (g).
For (d), from the definition of C * red (G) in §2, we just have to show that for u ∈ G 0 , we have π u ( e, e ) ≥ 0 where π u was defined in (2.4). Taking f = e, e , we get, by [22, (3.42) ], that for ξ ∈ C c (G)
Since for u ∈ G 0 , e, e (u) = e(x) 2 dλ u (g), it follows that e, e = 0 if and only if e = 0.
It is elementary that the C c (G)-valued inner product , on Γ c (H) extends to a C * red (G)-valued inner product, also denoted by , , on the completion Γ(H) of Γ c (H) under the norm e → e, e 1/2 , and is a Hilbert C * red (G)-module. The C * -algebras of bounded and compact module maps on Γ(H) will be denoted by B(Γ(H)) and K(Γ(H)) respectively. In the following theorem, the map Φ actually determines an isomorphism from B G (H) onto B(Γ(H)) but we don't include the proof since it is not needed for our purposes. Proof. Trivially, Φ(T ) : Γ c (H) → Γ c (H) is linear. We will show first that is continuous with norm ≤ T . In particular, it extends by continuity to a bounded linear map on Γ(H).
Let e ∈ Γ c (H) and T ∈ B G (H). It is sufficient to show that (5.20) Φ(T )e, Φ(T )e ≤ T 2 e, e .
This will follow if we can show that for u, ξ as in the proof of (d) of Proposition 5.6, (5.21) π u ( Φ(T )e, Φ(T )e )ξ, ξ ≤ T 2 π u ( e, e )ξ, ξ .
Using (5.18), the invariance of T and the fact that (in the proof) s(g) = u:
π u ( Φ(T )e, Φ(T )e )ξ, ξ = ξ(g)L g −1 T r(g) e dλ u (g)
ξ(g)L g −1 e dλ u (g) 2 and (5.21) follows. So Φ(T ) is a bounded linear operator on Γ(H) and Φ(T ) ≤ T . To obtain Φ(T ) ∈ B(Γ(H)), we show that Φ(T ) is an adjointable module map on Γ(H) with adjoint Φ(T * ). For e 1 , e 2 ∈ Γ(H) and g ∈ G, we have using (5.16) and the invariance of T * , Φ(T )e 1 , e 2 (g) = Φ(T )e 1 , L g e 2 = T r(g) e 1 , L g e 2 = e 1 , (T r(g) ) * L g e 2 = e 1 , L g (T s(g) ) * e 2 = e 1 , Φ(T * )e 2 .
So Φ(T * ) is an adjoint for Φ(T ). Next we have to show that Φ(T ) is a module map. To this end, for e ∈ Γ c (H), f ∈ C c (G), we have by (5.14),
So Φ(T ) is a module map. From (5.11), Φ is a * -homomorphism that is one-to-one. So Φ is a C * -isomorphism from B G (H) into B(Γ(H)). For the last part of the theorem, from Proposition 5.3 and the density of Γ c (H) in Γ(H), we just have to show that Φ(T (e 1 , e 2 )) ∈ K(Γ(H)). In fact, Φ(T (e 1 , e 2 )) is just the "rank 1" operator θ e1,e2 ([3, p.128]). Indeed, for e ∈ Γ c (H) and u ∈ G 0 , using 5.8: Φ(T (e 1 , e 2 ))e(u) = T (e 1 , e 2 ) u e = L g e 1 L g e 2 , e dλ u (g) = L g e 1 e 2 , L g −1 e dλ u (g) = L g e 1 e 2 , e (g −1 ) dλ u (g) = e 1 e 2 , e (u) = θ e1,e2 (e)(u).
We can now complete the construction of the analytic index of the pseudodifferential operator D. By Proposition 5.4, D is an invariant Fredholm morphism on H and there exists an S ∈ B G (H) such that both SD − I, DS − I ∈ K G (H). Let a = Φ(D), b = Φ(S). By Theorem 5.7, we have ab − I, ba − I ∈ K(Γ(H)). We summarize the well-known construction of a Fredholm module from a. 
